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Withering the backbone of your life's apologies
I've given up my life form for your wicked energies
Cause it's all for show
But I'm letting go

Hey, are you talking to me
You'll be living in the ground
Cause hate is all I need
And it's all I've found

I'm falling and I hit the ground I can't ignore
I slip into the fate I found out of control
Running down and out of time
Out of my mind
In the passing apples eye
I'm left behind
You're leaving

Waiting for an answer
I'm hoping for the best
I'm lifting up my last glass
Before I go to rest
Cause it's all for show
But I'm letting go

Hey, are you talking to me
You'll be living in the ground
Cause hate is all I need
And it's all I've found

I'm falling and I hit the ground I can't ignore
I slip into the fate I found out of control
Running down and out of time
Out of my mind
In the passing apples eye
I'm left behind
You're leaving

Living in this city
I've shriveled into mold
But if I leave tomorrow
I will be untold
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Counsel all my indiscretions
Cause I free my mind from inhibition
All I ever did was understand

Oddly nervous
I'm captive when hope is through the floor
Live and lie and learn it's all falling down
And so I am

Falling and I hit the ground I can't ignore
I slip into the fate I found out of control
Running down and out of time
Out of my mind
In the passing apples eye
I'm left behind
You're leaving
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